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ON TIBETOLOGY * 
-PALDEN THONDUP NAMGYAL 

I feel extremely honoured to address this galaxy and at 
the same time have my own reasons of diffidence. Though 
not a scholar I have the honour to represent a subject
Tibetology-the importance of which is well known to you. 
I happen to be the President of the Namgyal Institute of 
Tibetology of which I propose to speak a few words later. 

Tibetology, that is, study of culture or cultures expressed 
through the medium of Po Key (Bod Sked=Tibetan language), 
is not confined to the geographical boundaries of Tibet only. 
Po Key, with variations of dialect, is spoken in many adjoining 
coun tries. In earlier days Po Key was the vehicle of the 
Doclrine of the Buddha in Mongolia. Till a hundred years 
ago Po Key was lingua franca in the eastern half of the mass 
of countries conventionally called Central Asia. The perimeter 
of Po Key thus indicates one of the many facets of Tibetolugy. 

Po Key came into its own as the vehicle of the Buddha's 
message. I need not tell this gathering as to how Po Key 
came to preserve for posterity the treasures of Mahayana 
literature. As the repository of the sublime Doctrine of 
Nirvana and Sunyata, the humanitarianism of Bodhisattvavada 
and the canons of Buddhist iconography, Po Key has its 
own importance. The sacred collection Tanjur contains, besides 
wor ks of strictly doctrinal interest, books on medicine, 
astrology, chemistry, poetry etc. If we add to this the 
associations of Tibetan culture with Indian, Iranian, Mongol 
and Han cultures Tibetology represents a variety of subjects 
each worthy of specialization. 

As one interested in the promotion of Tibetology I consider 
this session of Oriental Congress in Russia very much in the 
fitness of things. Russian scholarship in Sanskrit and Tibetan 

• Address at the xxv International CongreQ of Orientalista (Moscc-w. 12 August 

1960); previously published in the Proceedings (Moscow 1963). 
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studies is as ancient as it is profound. For more than a 
century now Leningrad is reported to have the largest Tibetan 
collection outside Tibetan speaking countries. Numerous Russian 
scholars have made worthy contributions to appreciation of 
Mahayana. I may however mention onl\' two. The great 
scholar Stcherbatsky in making a thorough exploration into 
Mahayana, in Sanskrit as well as Tibetan texts, found it 
necessary to visit Mahayana monasteries in the highlands 
of Asia and live with the Lamas- This scholar who astounded 
the Western World by tracing anticipations of thought mecha
nics of Kant, Hegel and Bradley in the philosophy of Nagarjuna, 
Vasubandhu and Dbarmakirti,l built a sman Buddhist Temple 
in Leningrad I should also mention our frie-nd late lamented 
Dr. Geo~ge Roerich whom we miss here so much today. 

With these prefatory remarks I may speak on the problems 
of a Tibetologist. The very first difficulty which a Tibetologist 
faces is that of non-availability of literary data. Study in 
the Mahavana monasteries and educational establishments has 
all along' been pursued in an exclusive manner, that is, the 
cultivation of literature and learning of the particular sect 
with. which the establishment is concerned. Such sectarian 
study was necessary for the field was so great and so much 
had to be acquired both in literary and spiritual treasures 
that specialization, to choose a modern word, was rather 
obligatory. Meditation (Sgom) for instance could not be 
cultivated without being attached to a particular sect or 
master. But as a result of this tradition nowhere in Sikkim, 
Bhutan, Tibet, Nepal or :Mongolia there is a single repository 
of literature pertaining to all sects and schools. Scholars 
from the outside world who spend a few months or at best· 
a couple of years in a Mahayana monastery naturally form 
somewhat incomplete notions of Mahayana. The Namgyal 
I nstitute of Tibetology, opened in October 1958, by His 
Excellency Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, Prime Minister of India, 
seeks to remove this deficiency. His Highness the Maharaja 
of Sikkim, whose partronage made the establishm("nt of the 
Namgyal Institute of Tibetology possible, has by a Charter 
incorporated the Institute into an autonomous body and has 
given us powers to collect books of all the sects. His Highness, 
himself a staunch and devout u)llower of the Nyingma tradition, 
desires us to hold aloft the lamp of the Freedom of Mind 
which is the special legacy of the Buddha. This is indeed 
the first time that in a public establishment under Governm~nt 
allspices anywhere in the Tibetan speaking countries books 
of different sects are being stored and preserved in one 
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repository. Lamas of different sects work in our Institute 
and speak from same platform. Modern, non-Tibetan speaking, 
scholars who come to consult our collection have thradvantage 
of collaboration from Lamas of aU scc:ts. We do not claim 
that we have in two years built a complt'te collection repn~sellt
ing all schools and sects. Book production in· Tibet is not 
exactly the same as in other countries. Blocks of xylographs 
have to be located in different monasteries, requisite paper 
is to be supplied and then prints are obtained. Thi~ is quite 
a job in normal times. Even before we could get our first 
orders complied with unhappy events to(,k place il. Tibet 
So f)r more than a year we have n.ot been able .to procure 
any books. :With the turn of normal times, IlOW in ~ight, 
we propose to reque~t Government cf India and Government 
of China for provision of facilities to visit monastic presses 
In Tibet. 

Speaking of literary sources I need not tell you that even 
a complete bibliography of all printed works is not available. 
There are incomplete catalogues of different s, cts from 
printing establishments. But a long felt desid<Tatum is a 
complete bibliography of all works. doctrinal and st"cular, in 
print or in manuscript. The Namgyal Institute of Tibetology 
has undertaken compilation of bibliography of printed works 
in the first instance. 

Though good work has been done to )rIng to light 
many Tibetan works for about a century now, much has 
yet to be done. A considerable portion uf the WI Irk donI' 
relates to Kanjur and Tanjur. There are other sacred 
collections which can be fruitfully studied. Rin Chen Ttr 
Zod (Treasury of Revelatiom) which have not been studit'd 
so far may reveal many Agamas, Dharanis and other texts 
lost in India. The san,e is tr'ue of the collection which opens 
with Jam Gon. 

For secular subjects literature of Tibet is very rich, a 
fact not much realized till recently. Sakya Kabum and 
Pao Tsug La Thengwa, for instance, contain n1uch data filr 
subjects like history and economy PETICH has made a 
very happy beginning in this field. 2 Jam~Ling Gya-Sl1e, it 
is understood, is being printed and edited in -Uuiversity ()f 
Washington (Seattle).8 Good data may be available from 
Tibetan translation of Yuan Chwang's Travels. A systematic· 
study of Chronicles and Annals is thus much nef'ded. 
The result should be of use to students of Indolog and 
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Sinology also. Even Nam-Thars may yield data for histord 
of other countries as TUCCI has so ably demonstratey 
from pilgrimages to Orgyan (Swat). 4 A large part of 
Tibetan original works-that is, works not based on Indian 
or any other foreign sources-is in manuscript form. 
Studies in history and economy are primarily dependent on such 
original contributions. For an exploration of such material 
this Congress of Orientalists may form a team to visit monas
teries in Tibet. 

Tibetan literary and epigraphic data studied with similar 
I ndian evidence may throw much light on the history of 
India. During the centuries following Harsha's death a 
number of Tibetan invasions are on record. But the chronology 
and extent of these invasions have yet to be settled. For 
one thing these were perhaps not expeditions for well- planned 
material gain. Tibetans, after conversion to Buddhism, looked 
upon India as the sacred land and a spirit of adventure 
stimulated them to reach Vajrasana and other sacred places 
in their own way. Indian records speak of Kambojas, 
identified by BANERJI and THOMAS with Tibetans,S having 
ruled protions of Eastern India but not much of depredations. 
On the other hand a Kamboja ruler is said to have built a 
large and beautiful temple of Siva in Dinajpur.6 

Literary sources are however not the only material with 
which Tibetology is concerned. Mahayana iconography and 
art provide a key not only to appreciation of doctrinal matter 
but also to a history of aesthetic ideas. Many contributions 
have been made particularly by BHATTACHARYYA 
FOUCHER, GETTY, GORDON, JISL, ROERICH and 
TUCCI.7 Even then a vast field remains unexplored. I 
should diffidently suggest a comparative study of art 
objects countrywise: Indo-Nepalese, Mongol and Chinese 
besides pure Tibetan. This will reveal contributions of 
different countries. I may just refer to two or three 
peculiarities within my knowledge. Dorje (Vajra) and 
Phurpa (Kila) are instruments of Indian origina but 
the iconic representation Yab-Yum Dorje Phurpa provides 
subject of research.' Jam-Yang (Manjusri) is generally depict
ed with sword of wisdom in right hand and the book 
(Prajna-Paramita) in left hand. We have in a painted scrol1, 
done by a previous Gyalwa Karmapa (1670 A. C.), Jam
Yang holding in two hands a pair of Wheels of Law. This 
is uniq ue but not against ca,non. In Sadhanamala such 
representation is also prescribed. 10 This Thallka with 
distinct Chinese influence is however the only such instance 
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known to us. Tara (Drolma) images in Tibet, Sikkim or 
Bhutan are generally after Indo-Nepalese patterns •. There is 
however a Chinese Tara (Gya-nag DrolmaJ also popular in 
Tibet. Is it from Maha Cheena? II These are just a few 
points I submit to the consideration of scholars. 

Speaking of the provenance of the images I may say that 
some of the finest sculptors were not Buddhists. Exquisite 
works, strictly according to canon, came to Tibet and 
Mongolia from Turkestan and Eastern Europe. This is re
miniscent of the historical fact that Mahayana had in ear
lier days prevailed in these places.12 This matter besides 
being of interest to students of art is an evidence of 
active trade relations between Tibet and the West. 

While speaking af fine arts one may notice the finding 
of an authority on Indian music that one of the Indian 
ragas, BHOTTARAGA, is not of classical Aryan origin but 
is an adaptation from a Tibetan chord." Is it a relic of 
Tibetan inroads into north India? Tibetan contributions to 
Indian culture may be recalled in the poetic words of TAG ORE: 
"a river belonging to a country is not fed by its own waters 
alone. The Tibetan Bramhaputra is a tributary to the Indian 
Ganges."'· 

If I have stressed the utilization of Tibetan data for 
research in history or fine arts it is not that religion has 
been adeq uately studied. There are still many obscure chap~ 
ters in our knowledge of religion. There is, for instance, a 
widely prevalent notion that Buddhism came to Tibet during 
the reign of Srongtsen Gampo. Srongtsen Gampo is indeed the 
Asoka or the Constantine of Tibet but it would be contrary 
to facts to say that Buddhism first entered Tibet under his 
auspices. There is firm evidence to hold that Buddhist scrip
tures and Buddhist scholars had been coming at least five 
generations earHer to Tibet. King Lha Tho-tho-ri who 
ruled about 150 years before Srongtsen Gampo could not use 
these scholars and their books because of lack of script. 
Nevertheless there was no lack of respect in the Royal 
House for the Noble Doctrine from India.'! It is however 
difficult to fix the date of firs't entry of Buddhism. In view of 
close contact between Tibet and India from very early days as 
evidenced in the field of mystic practices and meditation 
and in view of Asokan missionaries having preached both 
in the Himavats and the borderlands up to Khotan," it may 
not bt, surprising if we discover that Buddhism made its first 
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entry iH Asoka's time either through Nepal or through Ladakh. 
Asoka in' Tibetan tradition occupies' a niche which is not. 
enjoyed by any otherv1rcign king: 

I have no intention tn tire vou with a long address. I 
have taken the liberty to present' some ideas for" exploration 
by academicians. It is, howC\'er, not to be undlT3tood that 
Tibetology concerns only students of re1igi(lll, art and history, 
It provides a rich fidd to students of linguistic", ethnology, 
science and sociology as well, 'With these words I. should 
conclude with greetings on behalf of India where i he Buddha 
was 'destined to be born and on behalf of Sikkim and the 
Namgyal Institllte of Tibetology \vlw1'c \ve strive t preserve 
the lamp of ' the Freedom of :\1ind as lit by the Buddha. 

NOTES 
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3 Turrel Wylie. 
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. Tibetan Book cif the Great Liberation (OxiorJ 1954). 

9 BhGlttacharyya obviously considers Dorje I'hurpa as non-Indian. He 
does not notice .Ihis in Indian Buddhist Iconograpy. Roerich, Tucci and 
Nebesky (Oracles and Demons of Tibet OXFH'd 1956) render DOIje Phurpa 
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12 e.g. Koeppen. 
13 Swami Prajnanananda. 
14 The Centre of Indian Culture (Visvabharati 1919). 
15 Tibetap aut·horities . (Theb Ter Ngon Po, Gya Po Yig Tsang etc.) 
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NIRVANA: SUNYATA: VUNAPTIMATRATA· 
-NALINAKSHA DUTI' 

I 

HINAYANA 

In Buddhism, external world or phenomenal existence 
is Samskrta (constituted) while that which is beyond pheno
mena is Asamskrta (unconstituted)-,Nirvana, Sunyata or Vijnaptimll
trata. 

1. Theravada (early Buddhism) 

The conception of Nirvana, as found in the early Pali 
texts, agrees with that of the Madhyamika, while the Vaibha
sikas and the Yoga caras differed slightly from it. In several 
places in the Pali Nikayas, Nibbana is described as unborn, 
unoriginated, unconstituted, undecaying, undying, free from 
disease, grief and impurity; it is the supreme end that is 
attained by best exertion. It has also been described as the 
highest perfection (accanta.nittham) achievable by the utmost 
exertion (yogakkhemam). It is extremely subtle and too 
difficult to comprehend or visualize. 

The inconceivability of Nibbana is finely expressed in the 
Sutta-nipata, in a few stanzas, running thus:-

. ''1 ust as the flame of a lamp struck 
by a gust of wind disappears and 
cannot be traced, so also does a perfect 
saint freed from name and form, 
disappears without leaving any trace. 

That which disappears is immeasurable, 
i. e., infinite, and hence there are no 
words by which it can be spoken of. 
As it is bereft of a11 dhammas it goes 
beyond the range of conventional 
language.'" 

-f.:AiOr - 'FR"- fcmf8"1I'!R'1r I 
Thia article being set to type on exceptionally short notice diacritical marb 

could not be provided. Pali and Sanskrit word. exprnsing categories and concepts 
are therefore set in Italic (olm; words like Bodbi. Hinayana and Mahayana are ill 
Roman. Q.uotatiolll and lonKer expreSiiolll &re set in Dcvanagari script. 
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A statement similar in tone to the above-quoted stanzas 
was made by Anuruddha at the demise of Buddha. It is 
as following:-

"Like the extinguishing of a lamp, 
Buddha's mind became absolutely free."z 

Nibbana is absolutely separate and different from the 
world and its constituents. It is non-mental (acetasika) and 
wholly dissociated from mind (citta.vippayutta). The question 
of origin or non-origin does not arise in the case of Nibbana, 
because it is firm, eternal and changeless. It is the incon
ceivable transcendental reality. 

A clear positive conception is found III the Udana, III 

which occurs the fol1owing statement:-

"0 bhikkus, there is that space (ayatanam) 
where do not exist earth, water, 
fire and air; not spheres of infinite space, 
of infinite consciousness, of desirelessness, 
and of neither consciousness nor non
consciousness; neither this world nor next 
world; nor sun and moon, that, I say, 
is the end of suffering, (i.e., Nibbana-dhatu), 
in which there is no coming, no going, no 
continuity, no decay and no origin; 
it is supportless, free from rebirth, and 
basisless. "3 

Buddha was not an agnostic, neither did he keep any
thing secret, exoteric or esoteric. He had no acariyamutthi. 
He did visualize the Reality by attaining Bodhi (full enlighten
ment). He chalked out a programme of spiritual life to 
attain Bodhi, and he must have done it with a great object 
in view, which can never be eternal death or annihilation. 
His main difficulty was like the Upanisadic thinkers that the 
Reality could not be described in empirical terms. .Buddha 
realized that Nibbana was inconceivable, and that any descrip
tion of it would be convt'ntional, and so he said that Nibbana 
the highest truth, could only be realized within one's own self 
(paccattam veditabbo vinnuhi = praryatmyavetlya); it was inexpressible 
(nippapanca) and so no attempt should be made to describe 
it; it was so deep and subtle that it could not be communicated 
by one person to another. All that he could say about 
it was by negatives. In the Mulapariyayasutta of the 
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Majjhima Nikaya he said that no conception should be made 
of Nibbana nor of its attainment by any person as that 
would be admitting an entity and its relation to an individual. 
To say that it was either existing or non-existing would 
also be falling into the heresies of eternCllism (sassola) or annihi
lationism f uccheda). Within these limitations, the form and 
nature of Nibbana had to be determined. 

2. Sarvastivada. 

The Sarvastivadins, beirg realists, though not naive 
materialists, have a slightlY diffe rent conception of Nirvana. 
They recognize reality of seventy-five dharmas, of which 
seventy-two include both menta) states and matter. They 
stoutly uphold Ksanikavada (theory of momentariness) and 
admit that these seventy-two dharmas are being reconstituted 
every moment and are always in a ceaseless dynamic state 
of flux or becoming The remaining three dharmaJ are 
unconstituted (asamskrta) and as such they are reals and are 
not subject to change. 

The three dharmas are: 

(i) Akasa (space) which remains eternally the same and 
never causes obstructions to any object, and neither 
any object, say a building, bring about any change in 
it. 

(ii Pratisamkhya nirodha denotes cessation of all pos~ible 
unpurities resetting a being by means of perfect 
realization of the four aryasatyas, i.e., by supra 
mundane means (lokottaramarga). It is by positive 
e1Tort that the cessation of impurities is effected. 

(iii) Apratisamkhya-nirodha also denotes all possible cessation 
of impurities of a living being. The cessatjon is 
effected not necessarly by knowledge of the four 
truths. i.e" lokottaramarga but by moral and medita
tional practices, which neutralize the causes giving 
rise to impurties (klesas). It is therefore also an 
effort but not directly aimed at neutralization of 
impurities. 

Yasomitra has explained the two nirodhas in detail. He 
writes that the inflow of impurities is completely stopped 
(nirodha) by knowledge <pratisamkhya) of the four truths. It is 
the knowledge of four truths, that acts as a dam (rhodabhuta) 
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to the inflow of impurities into the mind of an Arhat. His 
object is to explain what "nirodha" means.in sucb combinations 
as anityata-niTodha, pratisamkhya-nirodha and apratisamkhya-nirodha 
and not the exposition of the highest truth, Nirvana, a synonym 
of which is Nirodha. What he intends to say is that worldly 
objects which have come into being (dharmasthiti) c('ase on 
account of the universal law of impermant'nce (anityata-nirodha); 
that inflow of impurities ceases when a person realizes the 
f 'ur truths (pratisamkhya-niroJha) , and that c~rtain impurities 
'of a spiritually advanced' person cease for ever and will not 
re-appear eVen if he does not acquire knowledge of the four 
truths (apTatisamkhya-nirodha). Intheie three compounded words, 
Nirodha refers to cessation of impurities and not to the 
Buddhist conception of Nirvana, Arhals acquire knowledge 
of the extinction of impurities (ksaya-inana) and realize that 
they would have no more rebirth (anutpada-jnana). In other 
words they are assured of Nirvana. According 10 the 
Sarvastivadins. the three asamskrta dharmas are reals and not 
subject to change like the samskrta-dharmas. They have neither 
past nor f~ture (adhva vinirmukta) they are ever present 
(pratyutpannaL Hence they cannot be obtail'ed (prapti, like 
other fruits of sanctification (sTama'!Yaphalas). They have neither 
~:ncrease or decrease as with Akasa. They are realized by 
~he perfects within themselves, as do they reaHze the fleeting 
nature of the constituted seventy-two dharmas. It is 
immaculat'ed, and has no basis for its support. It is not a 
matter (vastu). 

The Sarvastivadins conceive of Nirvana as a posItIve 
reality while the Theravadins speak of Nirvana in negative 
terms as it is inexpressible in words which be10ng to the 
phrnomenal sphere. 

II 

MAHAYANA 

, According to the Madhyamikas, extf"rnal world is unreal 
a~d is qnly a mental creation (prapanca) of the unenlightened; 
from this it follows that according to them, there is only 
one Reality, the Truth as is realized by the enlightened within 

,one's own self, and eve.rything else is a mere convention 
(samvrti/vikalpaL According to the Yogacarins, the external 
world is a mere expansion of mind of an individual (svaciUadrsya) . 

. The Madhyamika conception of the Truth is nearly similar 
to that of the Theravadins, viz that it cannot br: described 
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except by negatives. Nagarjuna's conception has been beauti
fully expressed in the following stanza: 

" That which is neither eschewed nor attained, 
neither destructible nor eternal 
has neither cessation nor origination 
is called Nirvana."4 

From this Sl anza, it is evident that Nirvana is absolute 
monism devoid of all possible attributes. It is neither positve 
nor negative and is beyond the scope of words. 

Along with this stanza another stanza should be quoted' to 
comprehend what Nagarjuna had in mind: 

"Whatever is the end or limit of Nirvana 
is also the end or limit of the phenomenal world 
not the minutest difference exists between the two/'s 

N agarjuna is em phatic in his assertion that worldly exis
tence (Samsara) and Nirvana are identical inasmuch as conven
tional terms like limited (antavan) or unlimited (anantavan). or 
both limited and unlimited, neither limited nor unlimited, neither 
eternal nor destructible, neithf:r both eternal and destructible or 
neither eternal nor non-destructible are equally applicable to both 
worldly existence (Samsara) and Nirvana. These four proposi
tions and also a few others are also mentioned in the Nikayas. 
One of such indeterminables, repeatedly mentioned in the Pali 
Nikayas is as follows: 

"Whether Tathagata after death exists or not exists, 
or both exists or not exists or 
both neither exists nor net exists."6 

These four propositions, Buddha said, are not maintainable 
and should be laid aside (avyakata) as all these are questions 
like what are the shape and colour of a sky flower or 
of the son of a barren woman. All these questions cannot 
arise with regard to the unchangeable reality or the Truth 
or about anything which has no existence whatsoever. Nagar
juna wants to establish that Samsara and Nirvana are both 
reals, and do not admit of any attribute. But, as a matter 
of fact, the two are distinguished by a common man (ftrthagiana) 
the unenlightened, who suffers from mental aberration. The 
enlightened, a Tathagata, has no such disability, and hence 
he does not distinguish between Sam sara and Nirvana. 

To establish this thesis Nagarjuna has drawn support from 
the original sayings of Buddha. 
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Nagarjuna expresses his conception of the Truth by lhe 
word "Sunyata" which is applicable to both Samsara and Nir
vana. By Sunyata, he means that the Truth is devoid (Sunya) 
of all attributes, even of sat (existence j as it would imply a 
negative (asat) to which according to N agarjuna there is no 
corresponding object or being. 

Nagarjuna was a philosopher of dialectics. In his works he 
a~sailed all possible views of the non-Madhyamikas by his dialec
tics. Buddha was not a dialectician, but he also did not give any 
indication about the conception of Nirvana or Tathagata (one 
who has attained Nirvana). All that he said about it is that it 
was an end of all impurities (kleJas) of which the roots were 
attachment, hatred and delusion (raga, dvesa and moha) as also 
an end of beliefs in the existence of soul (.ratkayadrsti) in the effi
cacy of ritualistic observances (sila vrataparamarsa) and doubts 
about the teaching of Buddha (vicikitas). Whenever he was 
questioned about the beginning (Jr end of existence, ahout fini
teness or infinity of the world, about eternality or non-eternality 
of the wor1d, or about the existence or non-fxistence of soul or 
about the nature of Tathagata after his Parinirvana he remained 
silent, saying only, that the problems were indeterminable. 
Nagarjuna, being a dialectician, had recourse to dialectics to 

~ assail all these problems and to establish that all of them were 
untenable from the Buddhist conception of the ultimate Truth. 
Nagarjuna's views therefore can be regarded as the true inter
pretation of the doctrine of early Buddhi'im: the Theravada 
(Sthaviravada). 

YOGACARA 

The Yogacarin conception of the Truth is similar to 
that of Nagarjuna inasmuch as the Yogacarins also relegate 
to the non-existent all positive and negative statements 
generally used in relation to the phenomenal objects and 
beings as also to the terms like skandhaJ, dhatus, ayatanas, 
pratitya samutpada, sramanyaphalas and nirvana. 

In the Lankavatara (p.189-190) a Tathagata (one who 
has realized the Truth) is described thus : One who knows that 
the Truth or the Reality is neither permanent nor imperma
nent, neither effect nor cause, neither constituted nor 
unconstituted, neither intellt'ct nor intelligible, neither 
characterized n..:>r characteristics, neither signifiable nor 
signification, neither conglomeration of elements nor anything 
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different from such conglomeration, neither design able nor 
designation, neither identical nor different, neither both 
together nor not both together beyond all logical discussions. 
It is only a word (vak) which is unoriginatcd, cons('quently 
undecaying; that which is undecaying is simitar to space 
(tikasa) but space is neither effect nor cause alld hen,ce it is 
supportless (niralambya) and that which is supportl("ss is beyond 
all possible speculations. 7 

In another passage of the Lankavatara (p. 105) space 
iakasa) has been mentioned as allied to the hornsofa hare, 
or son of a barren woman which though non·existent are 
talked about by the foolish. Perhaps the author wanted to 
indicate that. the Truth being absolutely attributeless is beyond 
an possible descriptions inel uding even the attributes given 
to Nirvana by the Hinayanists. Two of the Hinayana 
attributes are animitta (signless) yath abhutarthawhich according 
to the Lankavatara (p. 2001 is also a mental creation (vikalpa), 
The truth, the real Nirvana,can be realized only by one 
within his own self through transformation (paravrtti) of mind 
and mental states.· The term "Sunyata" used in the' early 
:Mahayana texts as also by Nagarjuna is interpreted in the 
Lankavatara (p. 200, 202) as denoting the unreality. of the 
phenomenal beings and objects. It is v()id not only of attributes 
but also of origination! Sunya or the Truth of the Yogacarin 
is non.originating and non-existent,'O The term H talhata" also 
has been interpreted in this text (po 153) as beyond the range 
of mind (citta-vinirmuktam) and has been equated toattribu· 
telessness (sunyata) and to extreme end (koti) of existence. 
In the Tdmsika (25) Vasubandhu explains {ltathata" as 
"sameness at all times" (sarvakalam tatha hhavat) and with this 
particular meaning, he is prepart"d to accept "tathata" as an 
alternative. term for vijnaptimatrata which according to Vasuhan. 
dhu is the proper term fot the Truth or the Reality. . It 
should be noted that this term has nothing to do with vijnanam 
of a constituted being. . 

It seems that the terms like Nirvana, Sunyata and 
Tathata used in early Mahayana are accepted by the 
Yogacarinswith a certain amount of reservation. The Truth 
or the Reality is nonexistent (nishvahhava) and inexpressible 
(nisprapanca). It is realizable only within one's own self. II In 
conclusion it may be stated that the conception of the ultimate 
Truth according to the Theravadins, the Madhyamikas and 
the Yogacaras is almost identical, but it is designated differently 
as Nirvana, Sunyata and Vijnaptimatrata. 
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NOTES 

1. ~r ~m qTcf~ fuf:fft 
~ ~fCf if aiifCl «l'f:i I 

~ Jfft iiT+rifiTlfT f~ 
~ ~fu if ~qri:l ~ @ II 

3R'~Cfm '1 tt+f11lTl1R=%T 
it.; ;:f cr~ ~ ~ 'lR=tf I 

~~ ~ ~~~~ 
~ ~~ fq ~ full 

2. q;iiflcr~m ~ ~A fql{'lm 
~l~fCfl 

Sutta-nipata 1074/6 

Dighanikaya II, p. 157 

3. a:rf~, .~, Cf~ ~ ~ iR I:fOcft if anq) '1 ~ 
if cr~t '1 8JTC1iTm~lfCf;:f if ~or~rlfCfi( if anfi:t;31O?S1I~ '1 i1q({661t
~Tl:i(fof ifJlf ~)CJil if ~mCJi) 'l:zm :qf;~fu:rr, Cf~ Q' f~, 
iR anrrf(j ~f+r if rrfff if ~fij if :;f(j if <aqqfi!'" ~. ~. 

8JiJT~ ~ Cfl{ t:;~) ~'f~t«T fCf I 

4. 3fSl~U'J{({HmVl~~~~'{ I 
a:rf;,w~J{'i€<h''{ ~f?lqiijltl~6 II 

Udana 71 

Madhyamaka Karika XXV, 3 

cf, ~ ~~ ~AqTijlJ{Slitijll({t:S4lfirel 
3fi~i(I~II~) ~~Cft ~CfT f<iqlulfJ{~~d I 

Lankavatara p. 99 
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5. ~lf:q lJT <fiTR::, CfiTR:: ~ffiUfflf ;:r I 

if Cfiit~ fCfif~ ~~-wrfq fm I 

Madhyamaka Karika XXV, 20 

6. ~rfCf Cf~JiTCfT tR lRUfr ? 
;it ~fCf ~~JiTCfT -n: fROTT ? 
~Cf ;:r if ~rfCf Cf~llciT ~ fROTT ? 
if ~fu if if ~fCf ;:r CfqJiTCfT -n: if~UfT ? 

Dighanika}'a, I, p. 59 

7. lffu if ~ rfrf.:K1l if m if <fiROi if ~~~ ~~ if ~f~ 
q)~ri if ~ if ~~ "if ~r'C:1T if ~~~Cf)sni <rrf-.r$:r <rrf~Tif 
~~t=lf('q)~lf~cn~w:I~-~Hf:jJ· Cfet ~5I11lUTfq~~· lfet riSfl1lUTfq~· 
~,CJTCfi~' ~ lf~ CW6!ffiif. Cf~ ~-;if lf~ 3f.Fq;if ~ 3Tf.:R;~. 
~ ~. Cf~TCfiro-~~ 3ll'mi;:r if m if CfiRui lJQf if Cfipf 
if '-<moT CffNf~ lJf.:iR~ ~ ~chmJ1CfTa lfet ~cfsrq~mla 
~~:I 

Lankavatara pp. 18g-go 

8. m;r f.tcOurfi:rfu lf~T~lf~if m~q-f:q~-~~-CfiQJlw:r 
'" q(l~f-ijTfCfi" ~lllCf-~Cf-5[~Pimrrrfm f.:rqYUfmfCf ~m I 

Lankavatara, p. 200 

Lankavatara, p. 202 

Lankavatara 

11. SR'~ llfuCfil(, ~ llfCf-m;{( SlC'lf~q-~~ I 

=~. ~RCf~ fq~ I 
'" 
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ON THE CARYAPADAS IN TIBETAN 
-RAM SINGH TOMAR 

Of the varIOUS speCImens of Apabhramsa language the 
compositions of the Vajrayani Siddhas have been studied 
most carefully by competent scholars. In 1916 Hara Prasad 
Shastri published these texts and since then scholars like 
Prabodh Chandra Bagchi, Rahula Sankrityayana, Muhammad 
Shahidullah and Sukumar Sen have made contributions to 
this subject. Importa~lt as theseCaryapadas are for preser
ving traits of Eastern or Magadhi Apabhramsa their impor
tance is greater for study of the esoteric doctrine (Vajrayana) 
and scholars have thus found these compositions useful from 
different stand-points. As poetry the compositions are not 
so remarkable notwithstanding the external form. These 
Apabhramsa texts are however only a fraction of what the 
Siddhas actually wrote. Many of their works are now lost 
in their original forms but are fortunately preserved in 
Tibetan translation (Bstan-Hgyur). Rahula Sankrityayana 
r("translated some of the works of Sarahapada from Tibetan 
into Hindi. These great Siddhas, Saraha and 6thers, were 
held in high esteem by the Mahayanis and occupy a very 
high place in Tibetan tradition. Their compositions were 
incorporated in the Bstan-Hgyur, they were elaborately depicted 
in iconography (both paintings and sculptures) and Tibetan 
Tantric practices and rituals abound with the context of 
these great Siddhas. 

In the Tantra (rgyud) section of Bstan-Hgyur under 

the heading ~ll~·.q~·~~·~~Ill·.q·~~·s·.qn 11 the Caryapadas 

are preserved. Bagchi reproduced the Tibetan rendering of 
the original Caryas in the Journal oj the Department of Letters: 
Calcutta University 1935. Bagchi had only the Narthang 
edition of Bstan-Hgyur; obviously the other editions were not 
available to him when he revised the work in 1956 (Visva 
Bharati). Bagchi had thus no oppurtunity to check or compare 
the readings of the rather badly printed Narthang edition. 
Be,-ides there are some lacunas in the Narthang edition. 
These lacunas can now be located since other editions of 
Bstan-Hgyur and a photo-mechanic reprint (Japan) are avilable. 
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The author of the present article has the opportunity to 
consult the beaudful Sdedge prints in the collections of the 
Namgyal Institute of Tibetology at Gangtok. A comparison 
with the translations as preserved in this edition may be 
fruitful and some improvements in the texts or translations 
would suggest themselves. In Carya 7 in the penultimate 
line in Narthang edition is the rendering -~81 1 ~~'~'''1'1'ifI~' 

\ ("""-~~ 

2f~'~St::'~ 11 ,,; Sdedge reads~· in place of ~'; this gives a 

meaning which is much nearer the original as in the original 
the word is ~ (near). In Carya 14 in line 2 qn: iifi~ 
is rendt'red as ~"J.!' (to cross) in N arthang edition while in 

Sdedge the reading is E!r~' meaning ~. In Carya 20 in line 

5 for ~ the N arthang rendering is ~)~. meamng ~EJ"r 

while Sdedge reads ::Y)~' which means ~ which better suits 

the context. In Carya 21 in line 2 ayfi:taT ~ ~ ~ ~ 
is better rendered in Sdedge as .q",,·gCi.,·fl·=~r which means 

..., 
3JlFi ~fcr; in line 5 ~ iJRiT (~a- rrfa-) the Sdedge 
rendering is g~'z:r~~~~r with the meaning 'makes a hole in 

the wall' more reasonable. Examples may be multiplied to 
provide with improvements in the text or meaning. 

In the Narthang edilion, a portion of the commentary of 
Carya 12, the entire Carya 13 and a part of the Sanskrit com
mentary of the same are not found. Such gaps may perhaps be 
attributed to the carelessness of the carvers of Narthang blocks. 
The Sdedge edition furnishes US with the missing portions. 

The original Carya 13 (in Apabhramsa) and its Tibetan 
rendering (as in Sdedge edition p. 172, Vol. ~l:\,: ~.) are present-

'" ed here with a translation into Sanskrit (rom the Tibdan render-
ing. This, it is hoped, will indicate the great value of Tibetan 
translations for reading correctly the extant Apabhramsa texts 
on this subject. 
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CARYA 13 

wr Cfi'tl'fR ~utl=i:ll4'ql~l'1l~ I 

~ut 1J'f'lCf'T f<fi3J 0J0Efi mu I 

f<13J ~ ~ ~ ll{U I 

Ctfu:rr ~1i'.I' ~f1.: ifT3J ~ I 
ifTlfi ~'T C\'"qf if ~3JT II m '1C{ II 

'~ ~ f<fi3J ~ I 
Gfr~ CfiT3J ~ ifT3JT;jfF? II 'i:l", II 

rr~'I~'I ~'IT ~~ I 

fifG" f~ ~;n ~ II 'i:l", \I 

fqa{ CfioOI~1 ( ~ mw' 
~ cfiT~ ~~ 'IIif" II 'q, II 

TIBETAN RENDERING 

-.....-- ::--. -.. <=" -....- c:o-......--
t:\~~·=J·~~·::rC1~rS·!:lt:\·~·"St:~·~~·'r@1!:l~·~t:\ I 

&.::l~·"l~~·d"'·S~·~·S~· I ~6:I~i·.Q~~ 1 I 
~c::·~~·~c::·~·~c::·tJ~·~C::·~fi'~ 12 1 
¢"-. _t:I' .....- "" ~ 

~~'~C5'Il!~'~~"~'~'~'!lJ~'!:l@1~ fl 
-...::> 

::.:::]~.~.~t::'.::li5~' -'~!:l~'~C::'~'.Q~ I 1 ~ "",- ~~ '1 
-. ~ - eo--" 

~·.::1~~·~.f-f=rI~·q'~·'N~·~~~·z:rs~ 1 1 
'" ~ -1TJ 'i .t?1~' (;;' ~.~ ;grlf O-l~'l'-lr:l4'.o::: 1 1 

r..;5 -'gJ...., ;0 oJ, 
<::::"'- -. -...-~ c::--. - .......... 

S':c,GT ~\5i·:'~·~·5Q., 1 1 
tll§z::,'~iJT:\·~c::'it·OJaq·~'q~~'~ 
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SANSKRIT 
(restored from Tibetan) 

~ ~ 'lilSiJlI'''W! q Iql'1l,{ I 

~ .nCfiT ~ aT! ~: I 
fot'il~ <ii~QII~'-lI~ ~ II 
~fu: CfTuT IlFIT ~ I 
~ ~cft ri iJm;:r m: \I 

qA ~ Etif",qla (fiffi) I 

'liWf~ 'i'fiFi +l141'l11~f'1 m: ~ 1\ 
rr=~~sfif ~;~: , 
f;uufct'QR ~"Il1iQ~fil: 1\ 

f;:re" Cfi1lT'qJ~: \l.-4d I"f1<ii1tl1"{ 

'Q+ffUtli ~UTT ~rmit " 

NOTES 

L tlJ~·~~· means maiden, ~~~·.oSl~· means all eight; 
'...:J 

that is, eight maidens. In the extant version of the 
original the corresponding expression is arOcfi 'fm 
meaning having killed the eight. This however does 
not make any clear sense. The Tibetan translation 
preserves the correct meaning and thus in the original 
the reading should be 3fO 9pnU I The commentary 
in Tibetan mentions ~ ~~ft:t I 

'" 
2. ~t:.'~'Q~' means one who has a consort while in the 

original the corresponding word is ~ (lady). The 
Tibetan translation gives the meaning that one's own 
body has the ladies Karuna and Shunyata. 

[ The Tibetan commentary makes such readings 
warranted since the symbolic meanings of 
the words maiden and consort are clearly 
implied as in esotc:-ric literature.] 
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HISTORICAL STATUS OF TIBET * 
-NIRMAI. C. SINHA· 

In the Seventh and Eighth Centuries A. D. Tibet 
emerges as a mighty military power often carrying raids 
and expeditiuns into India and China. In 763 the Tibetans 
captured Sian (Chaug-an), the then capital of China and 
for nearly seventy years (781-848) they ruled the Tun-huang 
region. Tibet's eminence as a great power was attained 
under the line of her Religious Kings (Song-tsen~ Gam-po 
to Ral-pa-chen, circa 620-8:20) who enacted a veritable 
renascence in the life and thought of the country by inven
tion of an alphabet (based on Indic Brahmi script), intro· 
duction of Buddhism (Mahayana) and systematic patr nage 
of literature and fine arts. Tibet hecame an active agency 
of a new civilization all over the highlands of Asia. In 
the process, however, her military spirit and ancient 
skill in war far from making any proportionate progress 
declined. Besides in the reaction against th(" ap(lstacy of 
king Lang Darma (d. 842) the monarchy became discredited, 
the central power collapsed and the .country was parcelled 
into numerous lay and monastic principalities. 

Thus when (1200) the lvIongols launchFd their world 
conquests from the Altai Karakoram, '] ibe\ - though intellec
tually and culturally quite ripe to be the teacher and the 
priest of the Mongols-was quite unfit to ward off the 
MOI)gol menace. The Tibetan chiefs bought peace with 
Jenghiz Khan by despatch of a joint delegation with an 
offer of submission (1207). Within thirty years Tibet cap
tured her captor; the abbots of Sakya sect converted die 
Mongol imperial family to Buddhhm and the Sakya L~Ipa 
became the priest of the Mongol Emperor (J 230·1244 , 
sometime later the Sakya Lama wall recognized by Kublai 

• 
*This article represents second half of the author's lecture "Tibet and itl His

torka! Status" deliv(>red at the Bhagalpur University (Bihar: India) on 14 September 
1963; a part of the data detail .. d here was presented by the author in a review 
article in France-Asic (Tokyo: Japan) January-April 1963. 
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Khan as the ruler of Central Tibet. The Mongols were then 
engaged in a permanent conquest of Northern China. In 
1278 the Chinese Sung Dynasty was finally overthrown and 
Kublai Khan became the Emperor of China. The relation 
between the Mongol Emperor and the Sakya Lama, which 
was anterior to the Mongol conquest of China and the 
transfer of Mongol metropolis to Peking, continued as before. 
The Mongol dynasty in China was supplanted by a Chinese 
(Ming) dynasty in 1368. 

The Mongol chiefs in Mongolia and Chinese borderlands 
however continued active contact with Tibetan Lamas. A 
new sect called Gelugpa (Yellow), founded by Tsong-khapa 
who came from Koko Nor region (a region just adjacent 
to Mongolia), gained the devotion of these Mongol chiefs; 
the Sakya Lamas meanwhile declined both in power and 
prestige. The third Gelugpa hierarch visited (1578) Mongolia 
and converted the leading chief Altan Khan, the well-known 
scourge of Chinese (Ming) emperors. Altan Khan called 
the Gelugpa hierarch Dalai Lama and recognized the DaJai 
Lama as the ruler of Central Tibet. In 1644 a foreign 
(Manchu) dynasty overthrew the Mings. The Manchus imme
diately sought to participate in Tibetan politics. The Mongol 
Khan (Gusri) acted swiftly and confirmed the Dalai Lama 
(the Fifth) as an independent ruler (1645). 

The Manchus had evinced interest in Tibet even before 
they had settled in Peking. Gusri Khan incident taught 
them that the central power in Tibet was the Dalai Lama. 
Besides, the Manchu felt, the institution of Dalai Lama 
had a special usefulness. The Mongols in MongoHa and 
e1~ewhere hdd the Dalai Lama in high respect. Manchu 
(and not Chinese) imperial interest thus necessitated a close 
relation with the Dalai Lama. In 1652 the Dalai Lama 
was persuaded to call upon the Manchu Emperor in Peking. 
Whilf' the wise Manchu received the Dalai Lama as the 
King of Tibet, the court annalists recorded, in typical Chinese 
manner, that the Lama came to pay homage. The Manchu 
(then nationalized as Ching) Emperor became paramount 
authority for Tibet only in the 1720s when succession disputes 
regarding the office of the Dalai Lama and dissensions 
bt"tweeg. Tibetans and Mongols induced and ca])ed for foreign 
intervention. For a little over one hundred years the Manchu 
or Ching paramountcy was a fact though Tibet never became 
a part of Chinese territory. In 1855, when the Gurkhas 
invaded Tibet, the paramountcy had liquidated itself by 
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corruption and inefficiency, and Tibet had to fend for itself. 
Powers other than the Manchu Emperor were then looming 
large on the horizon of Tibet; Britain and Russia had by 
that time become neighbours of Tibet. The ghost of Manchu 
paramountcy was laid in 1911 with the Expulsion of the 
Manchus. 

II 

The relationship between the Manchu Emperor and the 
Dalai Lama was a patron-priest relationship following the 
precedent of Altan Khan and the Gelugpa hierarch or Kublai 
Khan and the Sakya hierarch. It involved two personali
ties possessing the same faith, one its exponent and priest 
and the other its lay devotee and protector. It did not 
involve any confederation, to use a modern term, between 
the two countries. The relationship had produced a firm 
political superiority, call it hegemony or paramountcy, for 
the patron, that is, the Manchu Emperor, only for about a 
century and a quarter from 1 no. This paramountcy was 
dead from the middle of the Nineteenth Century. When in 
1911 the Manchu Empire fell, the Manchu dynasty was 
expelled from Peking and a republican regime was set up, 
the theoretical paramountcy of the Manchu Emperor over 
the Dalai Lama was automatically liquidated. That the 
republican regime in China could keep alive the doctrine of 
paramountcy was not a little due to the British diplomacy in 
Asia. It is therefore necessary to describe this phenomenon. 

British Government in India and their controlling autho
rities in London had a dread of Russian expansion all over 
the highlands of Asia not excluding Tibet; this dread had 
its justification in British point of view. In contacting the 
the Dalai Lama or Tibetan authorities, Russia had a decided 
advantage over Britain. Among her motley population, Russia 
counted a good number of Buddhists (Buriats and Kalmuks) 
who made frequent trips, for pilgrimage as well as trade. to 
Lhasa as to Urga (Ulan Bator). In the second half of the 
Nineteenth Century the Mongols were gravitating from the 
Manchus to the Romanovs. Would the Bodpas (Tibetans) 
follow the same line ? 

A primary reason for British contact with Tibet was to 
open China and to trade with China from the west by over
land. Britain's anxiety was to trade with China, and not 
with Tibet so much, so as to turn the adverse balance of 
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eastern trade. When Britain did eventually open China and 
gained substantial advantages by the Treaty of Nanking (1842) 
Tibet took a second place in the Far Eastern diplomacy of 
Britain. The British diplomats in China got the Chinese point 
of view about China's interests and affairs in Central Asia. 
Verbiage and bombast of Chinese annals and archives were 

. not altogether unknown to the British in (:hina; they had dis
covered in the list of tributaries of the Mancim dynasty the 
following entries - Britain, Holland, Portug.al and Russia besides 
the Pope. Nevertheless, the British in their own interests 
accepted the Chinese doctrine of Tibet as a vassal state, 

In 1876 Britain made a treaty "",ith China for exploration 
across Tibet, from India to China or from China to India. 
When some years later Britain proposed to despatch a mission 
Tibet flatly refused. Since China could not help in the matter 
Britain sent thle proposed mission equipped with a military 
escort. It led to an armed conflict with Tibet inside the terri
tories of Sikkim. It was now a matter of 'face' for China. 
The upshot was the curious treaty of 1890 regarding Sikkim. 
It not only assumed that China was paramount power over 
Tibet but also that directly or through Tibet, China could 
decide the Sikkim-Tibet borders. Britain gave away Chumbi 
valley which was an integral part of Sikkim and the nucleus 
of the kingdom of Sikkim. . 

Britain was all out to recognize China as the para
mount authority for Tibet and Tibetan affairs. Tibet left 
alone might be victim of Russian expansioni~m. Therefore 
the shadow of Chinese paramountcy, called suzerainty by Britain, 
was made to lengthen over the land of Lamas. But such 
fiction alone could not guarantee the security which Britain 
looked for. China again failed to enable Britain to establish 
trading ri~hts in Tibet as in the mainland of China. 011 
the other hand, Russian agents could visit Tibet rather often. 
So in 1903-4, an armed mission was despatched to Lhasa. 
Tibetan.:; put up resistance, admittedly ill-equipped and unor
ganized. The British Missiun reached Lhasa on August 3, 
1904 and dictated a treatv on September 7, 1904. China 
was not there to protect the vassal state and the provisions 
of the two Anglo-Chinese Conventions (1890 & 1893) had 
to be ratified by this treaty between Britain and Tibet. That 
was ample evidence that China had ceased to be paramount 
power with Tibet. 
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Yet a year and a half later (April 1906). Britain raised 
the suzerainty issue and made a treaty with China regarding 
Tibet in confirmation of Anglo-Tibetan Treaty (September 
1904). If however China was in reality the suzerain, the 
Anglo~Chinese Treaty (April 1906) should have been the last 
word 2lbout Tibet. But in 1907 (August 31) Britain and 
Russia concluded· a treaty regarding each other's intentions 
and interests not only about. Persia and Afganistan but also 
Tibet. The real issue was not Chinese suzerainty but Anglo
Russian conflict. 

Even after the Anglo-Russian Entente, Britain remained 
anxious about Russian intentions and continued to oppose 
Tibet vis-a-vis China. When, during his exile in India (1910-12) 
the 13th Dalai Lama solicited British support for Tibetan 
independence, British authorities told him that His Majesty 
the King Emperor "regrets that he is unable to interfere 
between Dalai Lama and his suzerainJ}. 

The Chinese Revolution, called Expulsion of the Manchu, 
broke out in 1911. The remnants (i)f Manchu troops in Tibet 
were repatriated to Chipa under the auspices of British Govern
ment in India (1912) .. The Dalai Lama returned from India 
and entered Lhasa in Jauuary 1913. The Patron-Priest rela
tionship was now lost for ever. The Dalai Lama made a 
formal declaration of independence. 

Shortly afterwards, news of a treaty concluded in January 
1913 between Tibet and Mongolia (which had bec()me fully 
independent of Manchu Empire in 1911) reached the outside 
world. Britain sought to reject the report as unfounded and 
later the treaty as invalid, since Tibet was "not independent" 
and thus not capable of making treaties. The real reason 
for British opposition was the attainment of Mongolian 
independence under Russian support and its likely repercussions 
on Tibet. 

Yet in keeping with facts of the matter, Britain sat in 
a tripartite conference (Simla 1913-14) with China and Tibet 
"to settle by mutual agreement various questions concerning 
the interests of their several States on the Continent of Asia".. 
When at the end of the deliberations, Chinese delegate refused 
to sign the entire agreement because of the. inacceptability 
of the clauses regarding the Sino-Tibetan frontier, Britain and 
Tibet signed the Convention and jointly declared China debar-
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red from the pirvileges accruing from the Convention. Among 
such benefits was the recognition of China's suzerainty over 
Tibet. 

Such was the position till the rise of Japanese expamionism 
in the 1930s When both Britain and the United States were 
engaged in aiding and propping up China. It thus became 
a fair proposition, in Anglo-American view, to ignore the 
independence of Tibet and to strenghten the status of China 
on all fron ts. 

During the War (1939-45) China was admitted into the 
counsels of the leading Allies. In the Pacific Council in 
Washington (1943) the British Prime Minister (Winston Chur
chill) assured China that e'no one contests Chinese suzerainty". 
The British Foreign Minister (Anthony Eden) followed this 
in an explanatory memorandum that China's suzerainty over 
Tibet was not unconditional or absolute. 

The Tripartite Convention (Simla 1914) recogniz~d 
China's suzerainty over Tibet but had determined Its 
limitations in no uncertain terms. Thus the autonomy of 
Outer Tibet (that is, Tibet under Dalai Lama's rule) was 
recognized, its territorial integrity confirmed and non-inter
ference in its administration guaranteed. China engaged 
not to convert Tibet into a Chinese province and not to se nd 
troops to Tibet. Tibet had never accepted the British theo ry 
of Chinese suzerainty and when China failed to ratify th e 
Tripartite Convention, Britain and, Tibet by a joint declaration 
debarred China from the benefits of the Convention. It is 
therefore not a little curious that nearly 30 years after this 
Britain spoke of (nominal) Chinese suzerainty. 

III 

The term suzerainty does not feature as a firm and 
precise category in the minds of jurists and is not capable 
of an absolute definition. In practice as well as in theory 
its content has varied in the relations between different 
European powers who all inherited concepts and usages of 
Roman jurisprudence. In the context of Asia the very 
application of the term suzerainty was liable to be inapprow 
priate and confusing. The partron-priest relationship between 
the Manchu Emperor and the Dalai Lama was not a matter 
to be identified with any concept of Roman or European 
jurisprudence. 
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The Manchu Emperor, or his government at Peking, 
exercised suzerainty in Tibet in modern Western sense, 
that is, beyond the field of patron~prie5t relationship, only once. 
This was in 1909~ 1 0 when after some years of preparation the 
Chinese launched an invasion of Tibet. This was, the Chinese 
said, to reform the administration. The reformist activitirs of 
the army of occupation were however characterized by so much 
excess that Chao Erh-feJlg, the commander of the expedition, 
earned the sobriquet Butcher. Before the expedition reached 
Lhasa the Dalai Lama left for India and sought asylum with the 
British Government. While the Dalai Lama declared that 
the patron-priest relationship had ended with the invasion, 
the Chinese deposed him. The Tibetans put up a total 
non-cooperation with the Chinese and even the Panchen Lama 
refused to head a temporary administration. The Chinese 
found that it was a grave blunder to depose the Dalai Lama. 
The revolution in China broke out shortly and the Dalai 
Lama returned. He now made a formal declaration that 
he was ruler of Tibet under the orders of the Buddha. 
The Dalai Lama XIII ruled for the rest of his life (l913~33) 
as an independent ruler and gave no quarters to any theory 
of suzerainty~British or Cbinese. 

The Tibetan contention that China had no suzerainty 
over Tibet finds support from certain undisputed fact!!. 

Tibet was not bound by any treatie-sor agreements which 
China made with any third power. Tibet thus flatly refused 
to abide by the Anglo-Chinese agreements (1876, 1890 & 1893) 
and the rights which Britain obtained under these agreements 
had to be validated by the Lhasa Convention (1904). 

Chinese visas did not enable foreigners entry into Tibet. 
This was as true of the last decades of the Nineteen th Cen tury, 
when Rockhill, Bonvalot and others had to resort to other 
means, as of the Second World War when U. S. officials found 
their Chinese visas useless. In 1939 Tibet refused admission to a 
Chinese diplomat (Wu Chung Hsin) even. On the other 
hand Tibetan passports had validity abroad. 

China's participation in the War did not involve Tibet; 
Tibet remained neutr<.11 and in spite of strong pressure from 
Britain and U.S.A. refused passage for arms supply to China. 
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For all this we have to go back to 1913 when Republican 
China agreed to sit at Simla Conference with Tibet as a 
treaty-making power; Tibet's sovereignty was thereby admitted. 

Inferences have been drawn from the institution of 
tributes to the Manchu court. Whatever were the implications 
of such practice, no tributes were despatched after the 
Manchus went out. 

There were no Ambans (Chinese Residents) during the 
sovereign regime of the Dalai Lama XIII (1913-33). On his 
death a delegation came from Peking to mourn and managed 
to dig in under one plea or other. The successive Chinese 
Commissioners could not however make Tibet an integral 
part of China as was clearly borne out by Tibet's neutrality 
during the War. In 1949 the Chinese Mission was expelled. 

Tibet as an independent country had its own currency 
and customs, its own postal service and telegraph and its 
own civil service and its own army. 

In 1950 China, that is, the People's Republic of China, 
invaded Tibet and placed it under regular military occupa
tion. By the Sino-Tibetan Treaty of 1951 (May 23) Tibet 
was made to surrender its independence to China. Tibet 
became Tibet Region of China. 

The requirement of a treaty bore eloquent testimony 
to the historical status of Tibet. The claims of "liberation" 
were intrinsically insufficient to regularize what was an annexa·· 
tion. Remedy lay in the formality of an ~'agreement" between 
the so-called great motherland (China) and the so-called 
national minority (Tibet). 
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